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[Useful Tips]
The strong supporter for document preparation!

- How to take a screenshot of MONITOUCH application Before

I want to take a screenshot of the machine in operation mode for a
manual, but it is difficult to capture a real image…
It is hard to draw it manually!
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I want to show
this status of
the screen...

Did you know?
After

The Emulator function of the V-SFT-6 helps you to reproduce the screen
status in operation mode.

You can easily capture the screen image in operating mode using
[Copy Image to Clipboard] function of the Emulator.
Great time-saving
feature!
You can mimic a
simple operation
condition.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxx

It is very simple to use!
In V-SFT-6, click [Transfer] > [Emulate] >
[Start].

Execute [Copy Image to Clipboard] using either
the icon on the Emulator or from [File] menu.

or
[Emulator]

How to take a screenshot using [Tool] menu in V-SFT-6
When a screen image on V-SFT-6 is good enough, [Tool] menu is convenient.
Click [Too] in V-SFT-6.

<To paste the image directly on an application>
1) Copy to Clipboard
The captured image can be pasted directly to
other applications.

1) Copy to Clipboard
2) Save in Image File
3) Convert to Rich Text Format

<To output multiple images at once>

<To output one image per page>

2) Save in Image File
The multiple images are output in BMP or JPEG
by specifying screen numbers or overlap
library numbers.

3) Convert to Rich Text Format
The screens of the specified range are output in RTF.
You can open the RTF file with WORD.

e.g.) Output 4 pages
from screen 5 to 8.

Here are some more useful tricks for viewing in V-SFT-6!
- Numeral display

- Switch/Lamp
You can individually
emulate ON/OFF
displays by selecting
one or more items and
hovering a mouse
pointer on it.

You can enter
your desired value
for a realistic look!

[View] > [Display Environment]
> check [Display for the editor]

[File] > [Property] > [General]
> check [Show the coordinates and size of the
selected item on Status Bar]
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